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The interface structure of bonded Si~001! wafers with twist angle 6.5° is studied as a function of
annealing temperature. An ordered structure is observed in x-ray diffraction by monitoring a satellite
reflection due to the periodic modulation near the interface, which results from the formation of a
regular array of screw dislocations. This satellite reflection first appears at an annealing temperature
of 800 °C, and increases abruptly up to temperatures of 1000 °C. We propose that this transition
occurs when there is sufficient mobility for the reorganization of atomic steps and terraces in the
interface region. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!03401-X#
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Fusion bonding of wafers without any intermediate a
hesive layer has become an important fabrication techn
in semiconductor technology.1 The mechanism for bond for
mation during the annealing process has recently been
cussed by Tong and Go¨sele.1 Strong bonding is obtained
both between oxidized hydrophilic Si surfaces and betw
hydrogen terminated hydrophobic Si surfaces. While the
drophilic surfaces produce an amorphous interface laye
SiO2 after annealing, the hydrophobic Si surfaces resul
covalent Si–Si bonds at the interface as in bulk crystals.
interface bond energy of the hydrophobic Si/Si wafers
been measured2 by the crack opening method3 as a function
of annealing temperature. The bond energy increases
temperatures above 300 °C and full strength is achie
above 700 °C, when sufficient time of annealing is allow
for equilibrium to be reached. Four temperature interv
have been suggested. Below 150 °C the room tempera
bonded structure is stable. It is achieved by contacting
prepared hydrophobic wafers under clean conditions
with a moderate pressure. Recent calculations4 suggest that
the bonding forces in this regime are long-range van
Waal forces between the outermost Si atoms, which are
apart by repulsive forces between the adsorbed hydroge
oms. Next, between 150 and 300 °C the bond energy
creases slowly, possibly due to diffusion of weakly bou
surface contaminants or formation ofH–F–H or H–O–H
bridges between the wafers. From 300 to 700 °C hydro
desorbs and covalent Si–Si bonds are formed. Finally, ab
700 °C diffusion of Si atoms at the interface occurs possi
influenced by the presence of hydrogen,1 and thereby re-
maining nanoscale gaps at the interface are sealed an
interface is obtained with a bond strength comparable to b
silicon.

In previous x-ray diffraction measurements5 we have
characterized the atomic interface structure of fusion-bon
Si~001! wafers annealed at 1100 °C, and we have sho

a!Electronic mail: mourits.nielsen@risoe.dk
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experimentally that for twist anglesu less than 8°, the in-
terface is well described by a model where the atomic d
placements are determined by a square net of screw disl
tions. This model represents the generally accepted ideal
picture of grain boundaries with zero tilt but finite twis
misalignments.6–8 The net of screw dislocations results in
periodic modulation of atoms from their bulk positions, a
we observe5 that this modulation extends into the bond
crystals to a depth inversely proportional to the twist ang
In the present work we have measured the diffraction sig
due to the periodic modulation at the interface on a serie
samples with identical twist angles ofu56.5° but annealed
at different temperatures. We observe an abrupt onset o
diffraction signal from the ordered interface structure atT
5800 °C.

The samples were prepared as follows. Two double s
polished, 4 in. diameter, Si wafers of nominal thickness 3
mm were stripped of their native oxide and hydrogen pas
vated by dipping 20 s in a 5 wt. % hydroflouric acid solution
The wafers were used as delivered from the manufact
and no other pretreatment was made. The hydrophobic
fers were then contacted in a clean room at a twist anglu
56.5° at room temperature. The resulting contact-bon
wafer pair was mounted in a single side etching holder wh
uses an O-ring sealing mechanism so that one wafer ca
chemically thinned while keeping the other intact. The e
posed wafer was thinned to less than 30mm using a timed
etch stop in potassium hydroxide at 80 °C. Although su
contact-bonded wafers are not normally strongly enou
bonded to be mechanically diced, we found that the thinn
procedure made the wafer pair considerably more rob
This is presumably because the thinned wafer is more e
tically compliant, resulting in a more conformal interface a
hence a stronger bonding of the wafer. As a result 1 c2

chips suitable for mounting on the diffractometer could
prepared under identical bonding conditions and could
annealed individually at different temperatures under flow
nitrogen atmosphere. The temperature was ramped up
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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down at 1 °C/s, and the maximum annealing temperatureT,
was maintained for 15 min.

The x-ray diffraction measurements were performed
ESRF at the undulator beam line ID32. The diffractomete
a vertical scattering instrument which allows out of pla
setting of both the incoming and the scattered beam.9 This is
important in order to keep the attenuation in the top crys
low and, hence, to be able to measure the structure of
buried interface. The x-ray energy was 21 keV, the angle
the two beams to the surface were between 3° and 9°, an
the total attenuation by absorption in the top wafer was k
below 50%. The samples were oriented on the diffractom
with the~001! axis parallel to the common axis of the samp
rotation v, and the detector arm 2u. We use the conven
tional coordinate notation for surface structure studie10

whereh andk denote the momentum transfers parallel to
surface in units of (2p/a)A2, l denote perpendicular mo
mentum transfer in units of 2p/a, wherea55.43 Å is the
cubic lattice constant of Si. Scans are performed inh andk
coordinates keepingl constant.

When the strong covalent bonding between the two cr
tals is formed, the atoms near the interface become displa
with an in-plane periodicityd given by7

d5~a/A2!/@2 sin~u/2!#,

whereu is the twist angle. The direction of the atomic di
placements is predominantly parallel to the interface, and
amplitude decays exponentially away from the interface. T
fundamental satellite wave vector corresponding to the
harmonic of the periodic modulation is given as the vectoqW

between the~101! reciprocal lattice points of the two
crystals10 as shown in Fig. 1. We determine the depende
of the periodic modulation on the annealing temperature
measuring the intensity of the satellite reflections by x-
diffraction. The radial scan shown by the big arrow in Fig
includes the two satellites shown by big crosses displaceqW

and2qW from the ~112! Bragg points of the crystals.10

The resulting scattering profiles are shown in Fig. 2~a!.
The dominant broad peak is thermal diffuse scattering
defect scattering, which peaks at the bulk Bragg points.
scattering signal from the periodic modulation is the tw
sharp satellite peaks at~0.887 0.994 2! and ~0.994 1.113 2!,

FIG. 1. The figure shows the reciprocal lattice plane (hk) parallel to the
interface plane of the bicrystals with twist angleu56.5°, in surface coor-
dinate notation~see Ref. 10!. The vectorqW joins the~1 0 l ) points of the two
crystals, and the crosses~small and big! show some satellite positions, dis
placed from bulk Bragg points byqW or its symmetry equivalents. The bi
arrow indicates the scans of Fig. 2 through the satellites shown by
crosses1.
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indicated by the big crosses in Fig. 1. Figure 2~a! demon-
strates the onset of the periodic modulation at annealing t
peratures of 800 °C. The width of the satellite reflections
small and constant and given by the instrumental resolut
which is determined by the slits on the detector arm. In
transverse direction the resolution of the instrument is m
higher and the measured widths correspond to ordering
the periodic modulation with a coherence length exceedin
mm. In the l direction perpendicular to theh,k plane the
satellite scattering intensity peaks atl 52 and has, as func
tion of l, a full width at half maximum of 0.29 reciproca
lattice units, which means that for the twist angleu56.5° the
exponential decay length of the periodic modulation is ab
4 Å.5

Figure 2~b! summarizes the annealing data and sho
the abrupt onset of the integrated signal, at the satellite
sitions, whenT exceeds 800 °C. We identify the satelli
scattering intensity with the presence of a covalently bon
interface with an ordered periodic structure. Quantitative
we cannot determine whether the entire interface area
this quality. A fraction of the interface may remain diso
dered or may not bond, and will then not contribute to t
satellite signal after annealing at the highest temperatures
the microscopic scale, such voids are known to exist.1

It is remarkable that within the resolution of our expe
ment, the width of the satellite peaks in Fig. 2~a! does not
depend on the annealing temperature. The simplest expl
tion for this is to assume that the scattering intensity refle
area of the interface that are covalently bonded and orde
and that once such an area nucleates, it grows spontane
to a size larger than the 1mm spatial resolution of the dif-
fractometer. As annealing proceeds to higher temperatu
the fraction of the surface where this nucleation and grow
has occurred increases steadily.

We can compare the result in Fig. 2~b! with the data for
the bond strength as function of annealing temperature m
sured by Tonget al.2 Two factors complicate the compar
son: first, the annealing times in the two experiments
different ~1 h at highest temperature versus 15 min in o
experiment!; second, the bond strength measurements do
extend to the highest annealing temperature, because
crack opening method does not allow the maximum stren
to be measured.

ig

FIG. 2. ~a! X-ray diffraction profiles from the Si~001! bicrystals annealed a
increasing temperaturesT as noted in the figure. The profiles are measur
in radial scans with coordinates~11d, ~11d!1.12, 2!, and varyingd as
indicated by the big arrow in Fig. 1. For clarity the measured curves
displaced vertically relative to each other.~b! Variation of the satellite in-
tensity at the positions indicated by1 in Fig. 1, as a function of on the
annealing temperature.
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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We observe that the periodic modulation characteri
of a well-ordered interface structure appears at 800 °C
continues to increase up to 1000 °C. On the other hand, T
et al. observe bond strengths characteristic of a fully c
valently bonded interface already at 700 °C. To explain t
difference, we propose that while covalent bonding
achieved once hydrogen desorption and diffusion away fr
the interface has occurred, crystallographic ordering of
interface requires higher temperatures where significant
fusion and reordering of the atomic terraces and steps a
interface can occur. To support this proposal, we note
atomic terraces of area 105 nm2 on Si~001! disappear by
Ostwald ripening on time scales of minutes at 820 °C.11 Dis-
solution of much larger features, of order 108 nm2 , occurs on
a similar time scale at 950 °C.12 On Si~111!, the transition
from 737 reconstruction to ‘‘131’’ phase occurs at 860 °C
and is associated with a considerable increase in surface
fusion of adatoms and step motion.13 Thus, 800–1000 °C
corresponds to the temperature range in which major r
rangement of the interface structure can occur on the
nm–10mm length scales, within time intervals relevant
our experiment. In contrast, local rearrangements
adatoms14 or vacancies15 at Si~001! surface occur on the
same time scale at temperatures in the range 400–600
Thus, while local covalent bonding may be achieved in t
temperature range, and could account for the large b
strengths measured after annealing at 700 °C, global orde
of the interface appear to require annealing at significa
higher temperatures.

In conclusion, by x-ray diffraction and using a simp
thinning procedure, we observe diffraction due to the pe
odic modulation that occurs at the interface between
Si~001! wafers, as a function of the annealing temperature
the wafer pair. The onset of this interface structure occ
abruptly at about 800 °C, nucleating in patches that gr
Downloaded 31 Jan 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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rapidly to sizes.1mm. We propose that this transition co
incides with a temperature range where diffusion of ste
and atomic terraces allows major rearrangements of the
terface to occur, resulting in a crystallographically order
interface.
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